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R I SK CAN BE CALCULATED

In the fields of marketing and advertising, risk management is an approach that, even today, is still not 
very widely known. However, as a marketing tool, it can offer huge potential in the future planning of 
promotions, games of chance, and sales campaigns. In fact, it may soon be difficult to imagine doing 
any of those things without it.

Businesses run the risk of unpredictable financial losses when they offer customers a discount, for 
example, or find themselves having to pay out millions to the winner(s) of a crossbar-shot contest. 
These days, that very threat of risk often dissuades marketing divisions and advertising agencies from 
organising campaigns of this nature. But professional risk management, skilfully planned from start to 
finish, means that campaigns and contests can be held by businesses large and small, without hesi-
tation or worry.

With risk management, offering purchase price refunds that depend on the results of a football match 
or offering a huge jackpot in a game of chance suddenly become affordable options because if there 
is a lucky winner, EMIRAT assumes responsibility for paying out the prize money on behalf of the 
organiser.

This set-up paves the way for advertising agencies to take a whole new approach. They can develop 
infinite new ways of using innovative marketing tools to both design and implement creative novel 
ideas, without exposing their clients to a big financial risk.

Successful marketing is all about probabilities. So leave the risk up to us.

          
Ralph C. Martin

Managing Director
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SUCCESS-OR I ENTED TH I NK I NG

Spectacular sales promotions on a limited marketing budget? No problem!

When it comes to unique games of chance and sales promotions that fit the bill but harbour a 
financial risk, EMIRAT’s team delivers the goods with style, impact, and expertise. 

Any kind of sales promotion campaign can pose a financial risk if it turns out to be extremely 
successful or involves games of chance, lotteries and sports bonuses. EMIRAT’s job is to calculate 
and assume that risk. We give you advice about selecting and developing below-the-line 
communications, and we hedge the costs that might be higher than you ever imagined if a winner 
actually emerges.

So when EMIRAT AG designs and covers your promotion and marketing campaigns, a whole 
range of new possibilities is opened up for innovative ideas and their efficient, profitable execution.

        Take advantage of our extensive international experience in the field of insured promotions.  

        We know how to boost your sales figures by advertising with appealing campaigns and prize-
        winning contests that attract the market attention your business and products deserve!
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I MMED I ATE RESPONSE — B I G RESULTS 

EMIRAT AG’s promotion and marketing campaigns have the power to revolutionise the advertising 
arena and create big results for sponsors. The financial security we provide means that the door is 
now open for unlimited creativity with regard to the design of a promotion and the selection of a prize. 
Here’s what you can count on from EMIRAT:

        Financial reliability – no matter how much has to be paid out in prizes, you only pay a fixed  
        amount that can be calculated and budgeted IN ADVANCE!

        Greater awareness – by offering a spectacular jackpot or other appealing prizes (like a car or a 
        dream home), you attract the attention of your target group and deliver your marketing message
        with IMPACT!

        Simplicity and Effectiveness – the promotion campaigns are easy to arrange, universally 
        appealing, and quickly understood by anyone taking part in them!

        New ideas – we deliver innovative concepts and below-the-line campaigns that are made to fit 
        your specific requirements and make you stand out from your competitors! 

        Long-standing experience – benefit from the know-how we have acquired from years of 
        marketing with prize-winning contests and insured risk promotions!

        More time for your key activities – EMIRAT AG always offers you an efficient turnkey solution,
        from the initial concept development through the assumption of risk!
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NEW WAYS OF ST I MULAT I NG CONSUMER ACT I V I TY

Redemption Coverage:
 
        Estimating the anticipated number of responses to offers for vouchers, bonuses, complimentary       
        gifts, coupons and other discounts frequently reveals a more substantial financial risk than the 
        sponsoring business bargained for. 

        EMIRAT AG is a specialist for campaigns of this nature, conducting a professional analysis of the
        potential response before the campaign’s launch and then covering the financial risk involved. 
        Even if the projected number of responses is exceeded, EMIRAT AG assumes the incremental 
        costs of the campaign and covers the full amount. 

        And if the client so wishes, EMIRAT can facilitate and clear responses and redemptions
        throuhout the promotion. 

        In this fashion, your marketing division can stage spectacular campaigns without exceeding its 
        budget limits, and certainly without putting the company in financial jeopardy. With EMIRAT as
        your partner, you’ll have the freedom to think big, without restriction and without the fear of 
        busting the budget!
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AN ABUNDANCE OF I DEAS TO F I T EACH TARGET GROUP

Prize Coverage:

        EMIRAT AG’s prize-winning contests are based on probabilities, which distinguish them from 
        conventional lotteries which always produce a winner.

        EMIRAT’s games depend on the participants’ skill or luck and that gives us the ability to estimate
        and calculate the odds of winning.

        This aspect allows EMIRAT AG to arrange contests with sensational prizes on surprisingly 
        affordable terms.

        The operation of a guessing game involves awarding prizes or paying out refunds if a certain 
        incident that cannot be influenced occurs on some given future date. For example, a specific 
        price predicted on the stock market, a forecast of certain weather conditions, or a given result at
        a sports event (e.g. World Cup).

        These types of promotional activities are among EMIRAT’s most popular offerings because of the 
        excitement which builds as the designated event approaches. They also allow sponsors to tie in 
        to local, regional, national, and even international topics of interest to consumers.
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TAK I NG REL I AB I L I TY TO A WHOLE NEW LEVEL 

EMIRAT AG’s acknowledged skill and expertise is international risk management in all projects requi-
ring coverage of winnings, bonuses and refunds paid out to customers who respond to promotional 
campaigns. All of EMIRAT’s promotions are based on probabilities, and they include the following:

        Prize Coverage

        The prizes awarded in contests (games of skill) can be covered on the basis of probabilities that
        are calculated mathematically or on the basis of experience and statistics.

        Redemption Coverage

        With initiatives like couponing, collecting campaigns, money-back guarantees or discount offers,
        costs that have not been budgeted may be incurred if the response is bigger than anticipated. 
        EMIRAT AG covers this financial risk, thus enabling you to work with a fixed budget – but without 
        leaving yourself open for any shocking surprises!

        Prediction Coverage

        When prizes or bonuses are promised in the event of certain occurrences or specific sports 
        results, EMIRAT AG assumes the risk and pays out the winnings. This includes those premiums 
        paid to professional sports people, and prizes for correctly predicting weather conditions, an 
        election result, or a stock market price.
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YOU DO THE NUMBERS — WE TAKE THE R I SK

E-VAULT from EMIRAT is the ultimate consumer lure, an interactive experience that impacts the sen-
ses on multiple levels.

Specially designed and developed by EMIRAT, the E-VAULT is one of the most unique competition 
tools available. Be honest: who hasn’t imagined breaking the combination of a safe and being allowed 
to pocket the contents?! The E-VAULT gives your contestants the thrill of trying exactly that!

This kind of promotion is one of the most effective and successful marketing tools for attracting lots of 
attention – no matter whether in direct marketing, as a staff incentive, or as a sponsorship platform. 
With the E-VAULT you can get the drama and spectacle you’re looking for and a desirable response 
from the consumer.

The game is simple and fun and if a contestant correct guesses the secret code, EMIRAT assumes 
the financial risk of the promotion, paying out the promised winnings. The organiser merely pays a 
modest, fixed premium calculated on a probability basis.
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CREAT I VE AND PROFESS I ONAL SOLUT I ONS

In pursuit of the turnkey execution of your promotion, EMIRAT AG: 

        Designs individual marketing campaigns that attract wide attention, and reviews existing 
        concepts to find possible ways of improving them.

        Provides insightful counsel for planning, conducting and analysing marketing campaigns.
 
        Calculates the probability of winning episodes and conducts a professional assessment of the 
        risk involved.

        Hedges the financial risks. 

        Provides mechanisms to make the promotion safe (and avert attempts at fraud).

        Verifies winners’ claims.

        Arranges campaigns involving customer response, right through to issuing the rewards.

        Handles and clears responses.

        Remains “on call” for 24/7 availability during your campaign.

        Guarantees absolute discretion towards our clients’ trade secrets and proprietary information.
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FREQUENTLY ASKED QUEST I ONS

Who benefits from coverage for a marketing or sales campaign?

        Basically, coverage is appropriate for any marketing campaign that relies on attractive grand   
        prizes (Prize Coverage), or where the financial risk of a consumer response campaign is to be 
        kept to a minimum (Redemption Coverage). 

What kind of campaigns can be covered? 

        We cover campaigns all over the world that can be calculated on the basis of probabilities, e.g. 
        guessing games, offers for vouchers, bonuses, complimentary gifts, coupons and discounts. 
        You can find other ideas on our website at www.emirat.de 

What does coverage cost and how is the premium calculated?

        The costs are calculated on the probability of the planned campaign producing a winner. This is 
        done individually for every single project or promotion.
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FREQUENTLY ASKED QUEST I ONS

What happens if there’s a winner? 

        If the main prize covered is won, or if costs are incurred for redeeming coupons, then we 
        assume the risk and the insured sum is paid out to you. We oversee the process throughout 
        its term, from winner notification to prize payout. 

Who is EMIRAT AG? 

        EMIRAT AG is a team of marketing experts and hedging specialists with many years of 
        experience. Each client is allocated a contact person who supervises that specific project. 
        We give you advice in the lead up to the project, suggest ideas for your campaign, and 
        propose ways of staging it successfully.

Does EMIRAT AG work with agencies? 

        EMIRAT AG has been cooperating constructively with marketing and advertising agencies for 
        many years. We can answer all kinds of questions about prize and redemption coverage for 
        marketing and sales campaigns, and as a provider of services to agencies we can give them 
        advice on new ideas and projects for their clients. 



© 2010 EMIRAT AG. All trademarks, trade names, servicemarks and logos referenced herein belong to 
their respective owners. All rights reserved. 



Focused on your success.

For a free, no obligation consultation 
or quote, please contact EMIRAT AG 
via telephone or e-mail.

+49 (0) 89/255 41-  0 
+49 (0) 89/255 41-55 

info@emirat.de
www.emirat.de

tel:
fax:
e-mail:
home:

EMIRAT AG 
Elisabethplatz 1 
80796 Munich
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